Fig. 1. The company's logo, fused letters 'UI' (Urania Institut, Urania Institute) and 'UV' (Urania Verlag, Urania Press) designed for them by an artist in Weimar, shows the care with which they cultivated their image. Or at least the explanation they produced for it does: the dot on the 'i', 'dark on the left, on the right, in the forward direction of the text, light, is intended as an expression of our confident hope in the spirit of the freedom song printed in the first issue of Urania: “Brightly from out of the dark past the future is now shining forth!” From Urania 1: 5, 1925, I.

Producing a Socialist Popular Science in the Weimar Republic

by Nick Hopwood

Weimar Germany was marked by ambitious attempts to extend science and technology into everyday life under conditions of political crisis. The most fateful changes, the industrial rationalization drive and increasing surveillance of human reproduction, remain central to understanding why and how the Republic so disastrously collapsed. By the early 1930s, wide professional agreement on the need to reduce the 'burden' of 'less valuable lives' made it possible for the Nazis to radicalize these policies into programmes of extermination. But there is no straight line from Weimar to the murderous practices of the 'Third Reich'. Science and technology were matters of intense public debate, and what happened was the outcome of struggles waged between different social groups on various fronts. Though a key participant in these struggles, the labour movement failed effectively to oppose either rationalization or the increase in scientific medical authority, and is often dismissed with the accusation that it was blinded by science. In this paper I re-examine the issue by analysing the work of a group of Weimar socialists who made science the focus of their political activity. We shall see that theirs was no bland and blind scientific faith, but a rich and contested culture.
The German Social Democratic Party, under the Kaiser the largest working-class party in the world, became in the aftermath of Germany's defeat the staunchest defender of the new Republic. It also finally split, so that the reformist SPD confronted the revolutionary German Communist Party (KPD). Socialists had long valued education highly, and ran their own libraries, schools, bookshops and presses. Further, in parallel to the party and the unions, and in opposition to bourgeois clubs and societies, organized workers and their allies had built a dense network of cultural organizations. These included clubs in which workers engaged regularly with science, where they built radio sets or promoted alternative medicine, went hiking or campaigned for free thought.2

Popular science, especially Darwinism, had been a major cultural phenomenon of the German Empire, and many who became socialists had replaced their faith in redemption in the next world with secular confidence in evolutionary progress to a better society in this one. Marxism itself had for this generation become a universal materialist synthesis that seamlessly explained natural and historical development.3 In view of this, it is often assumed that the left simply participated in a general and unremarkable, but also naïve and today rather embarrassing scientism. In fact, the pro-modern, pro-science stance on which socialists prided themselves was by no means a consensus. Despite the world renown of German natural sciences and all the achievements they could boast, they did not yet top the cultural pecking order and many of the educated middle class blamed them for destroying traditional values.

More subtly, Kurt Bayertz has argued that Marxist theoreticians distinguished themselves from bourgeois commentators in the ways they made science a weapon in, and considered it an object of, the political struggle. Socialists were confident that science, where rigorously pursued and free of bourgeois bias, would not just break the shackles of superstition, but would demonstrate the natural necessity of socialism. At the same time, they were critical of the condition of the natural sciences under bourgeois rule and claimed that in the socialist future the labour movement would take over and improve them beyond their wildest dreams.4 It is hard for us to recover what Jonathan Ree has called ‘the red blood of the energetic creature which is now pickled in a bottle labelled reformist, Second International, evolutionary socialism’.5 But for many socialists, and not least the auto didact workers who spent their few leisure hours studying the popular Darwinism that was banned from the higher schools, science was politically important and incredibly exciting.

After the First World War, however, public interest in science fell, and many who had nurtured a positive image of scientific progress now associated the sciences with poison gas. Among the educated middle class, hostility to science was rife, and scientists felt a sharp loss of authority. Workers, too, borrowed fewer Darwinist tracts from libraries, and in adult education curricula the sciences lost ground to literature and the arts. By the
1920s, Darwinist popularizers like the best-selling Wilhelm Bölsche are reckoned by historian Alfred Kelly to have become 'an escape to the past, rather than a guide to the future', their optimism 'ill-adapted to a generation glutted on horrors and suffering', their 'great battles against church and school' in any case already won.\(^6\)

At the same time, however, the labour movement played a crucial, though contradictory, role in organizing consent to massive technoscientific change. Socialist physicians, scientists and social workers were, for example, vocal contributors to debates over eugenics or racial hygiene, the science of breeding human populations, and some practised eugenic science and medicine themselves. Whilst many on the left vehemently opposed the blatant racism of much racial hygiene, and typically argued that it would be impossible to plan human reproduction humanely under capitalism, left professionals were sure that a 'people's eugenics' would feature in the socialist future.\(^7\) The capacity of the SPD to confront the Nazis had been seriously weakened by years of high unemployment, and socialists were surrounded by enemies on all sides.\(^8\) But it was also because of their own commitments that socialists were unable to resist, and in some cases collaborated in, practices that would tragically turn their vision of emancipation through scientific enlightenment into its opposite.\(^9\)

We cannot adequately explain this tragedy simply by invoking socialist faith in science and pointing to its huge prestige among socialists under the Empire, not least because images of science were now tarnished. It is neither sufficient to analyse the statements of prominent socialist professionals, nor to restrict our attention to eugenics, even if this is what we ultimately want to understand. New work on the history of popular science can help us write a richer history by supplying a dimension that has been missing even from differentiated recent analyses of Weimar science, medicine and technology. This goes well beyond demolishing received notions of scientific 'popularization' as a semi-automatic process of diffusion down a gradient of truth. It shows scientific authority as a fragile achievement, always open to challenge and always needing to be explained. It is concerned with the popular production and reproduction of science and other forms of natural knowledge in order to investigate complex webs of cooperation, resistance and appropriation. And, most challenging of all, the new historians of popular science are aware that the history of 'the popularization of science' is itself a problematic historical product.\(^10\) This work encourages us to see that everything about scientific communication was potentially and often actually contested: not just what was being purveyed, but who was doing it, how, for whom, where and why. Applied to the problem of Weimar science and socialism, it helps us to recover from taken-for-granted assumptions the complexity and contestedness of this scientific culture.

Workers in the Weimar Republic came across science in medical encounters, on the radio and in confrontations with the science of work. It is often forgotten, however, that the labour movement not only represented
organized workers, its institutions were also a key battleground for their hearts and minds. My subjects are a coalition of socialist cultural producers for whom science was crucially important even in the last years of the Republic. They worked to counter loss of interest in, and increased hostility towards science in the heart of the old labour-movement culture. Their cultural battles were far from won, and science – of an appropriate kind – was to be a key weapon in fighting them. I focus on the production of *Urania*, a magazine that circulated in about 25 000 copies between 1924 and 1933, when it was closed down by the Nazis. Magazines organize and represent constituencies, but concentrating on one magazine can be misleading; it is often an inadequate way to find out what those involved actually did when they were not writing or reading it. I try, though, to make a virtue of this vice by investigating the culture of the magazine itself, the work of producing *Urania*.

I interpret ‘production’ widely, that is, I analyse several of the stages of *Urania’s* ‘communications circuit’. I examine the work of authors and editorial staff in the party press where the magazine was made, showing how they sought to resist far-reaching challenges to their authority. I follow *Urania* out of the press, so that we can see how its distribution in the socialist cultural organizations defined audiences and loaded the magazine with meaning. Comparing *Urania* to its ‘bourgeois’ competitor *Kosmos*, I ask what the ‘socialist science’ that *Urania* claimed to produce actually was, and show how it was sold as the basis for far-reaching reform of readers’ lives. This was not just a last blast of the old popular Darwinism. *Urania’s* producers reasserted the centrality of science to making ‘new people’, proletarians liberated from the unholy alliance of church and capital by scientific free thought, Marxism, sexual enlightenment, ‘social hiking’ and naked gymnastics. But readers did not just read as they were told. In a complex process of engagement, appropriation and disappointment they participated in producing this culture of science.

**THE ‘PROLETARIAN KOSMOS’ CLAIMS A TRADITION**

*Urania* was produced in Jena, a town that owed much of its reputation and livelihood to science. The university had been home to zoologist Ernst Haeckel, who made it the bastion of German Darwinism in the half century before World War I, and its economy was increasingly dominated by the Carl Zeiss optical and precision-engineering firm, which produced high-quality microscopes and planetaria, and promoted the scientific education of its workers. *Urania* was made here too, but it was a product of political polarization in the revolutionary crisis that followed Germany’s defeat in the Great War, and the magazine sought to appropriate for the left the town’s traditions of science as world view and productive force.

Jena was the university town of Thuringia, the central German state
that, with neighbouring Saxony, had the highest concentration of social
democrats and the most active cultural organizations in the country. They
were bastions of the left wing, which rejected the party leadership's
c coalitions to the right, insisting on 'class struggle' and cultural confrontation.
In the early years of the Republic, regional socialist governments in Saxony
and Thuringia pursued radical and anti-clerical educational reform. But
their policies united against them the bourgeois parties and their own Berlin
leadership, who in late 1923 supported the army's quashing of the coalitions
they had just formed with the communists. In the elections of February 1924,
the Thuringian SPD lost its key parliamentary position, and the state, which
had never been as solidly socialist as 'red' Saxony, fell into the hands of the
right. By 1930 the first Nazi minister in Germany was in power here. The
stakes, then, could not have been higher as the newly defeated socialist
cultural politicians sought to regain their dominant position by first
consolidating within the social-democratic milieu the islands of authentically
socialist culture that they had failed to realize in these states as a whole.\textsuperscript{14}

The SPD-left has been presented as formulating its cultural aspirations
principally in \textit{Kulturwille} ('Will to Culture'), a journal devoted to socialist
cultural policies and forms in the arts. But the hitherto neglected \textit{Urania}
became an important and complementary forum for left-wing socialists, its
purpose to bring science and technology into the cultural struggle. \textit{Urania}
began by disputing the legitimacy of those bourgeois organizations already
purveying science to organized workers, going into competition with
\textit{Kosmos}, the most successful popular-science magazine in Germany this
century.\textsuperscript{15}

\textit{Kosmos} aspired to be 'a mediator between the self-sufficiency of schol-
larly diligence and the thirst for knowledge of the general public', purporting
to benefit both scientists and the audience for science. It would prevent sci-
ence from 'alienat[ing] itself from the living feeling of the people', and show
it off to its best advantage: 'the precious stones of scientific truth' were to be
'embedded in a sea of natural-scientific knowledge from all times and parts
of the world'.\textsuperscript{16} Its readers, as Germans, would have the strength to raise
themselves above 'the struggle for earthly goods' and enjoy 'the pure heights
of nature and science'.\textsuperscript{17} Actually, \textit{Kosmos}' support for Darwinism and edu-
cational reform had got it banned from some teacher-training colleges, and
led the German Red Cross to consider it unsuitable reading for wounded
soldiers in the First World War. But, for the socialist freethinkers of Thu-
ringia in 1924, there were no limits to partisanship any more: science, like
everything else, was to be rejected unless it came from the socialist camp. So
they copied the \textit{Kosmos} formula of a monthly magazine with four book sup-
plements a year, but redefined scope and content for a socialist audience.
Their 'proletarian \textit{Kosmos}' was to bring its readers not just natural know-
ledge, but also knowledge of society, from a Marxist standpoint.\textsuperscript{18}

\textit{Urania} took its format from one bourgeois institution; it called itself after
another. Ernst Mühlbach, the first editor of the magazine and a teacher
previously active in adult education in the Rhineland, took the name of the Greek muse of astronomy from the organizations started in Berlin in 1888, which had become synonymous with science popularization by lectures and demonstrations. This appropriation deliberately claimed a tradition, which the magazine presented enterprises that popularized only ‘as bourgeois-capitalist society can take it’ as having betrayed. This was a standard theme of socialist cultural politics, but it was also a radical departure: the newcomer explicitly rejected the Vienna Urania, which had been founded in imitation of the Berlin institution, and to which Austrian social democrats had been (and largely remained) quite happy to leave the natural-scientific education of their members.

**URANIA IN SOCIALIST CULTURE**

Convinced of the truth, true to their conviction and determined to act, researchers, journalists, publishers, printers, agents of the Urania have come together to carry out adult education with a purpose, to be the friend and adviser of the masses. Comrades in the struggle! We call to you: learn, keep helping us, act!

_Urania_ mediated between leading cultural producers and active members of the workers’ cultural organizations. Those who wrote for the magazine were cultural politicians and senior functionaries, but also intellectuals who identified more or less closely with the labour movement. Most prominently, the authors included Haeckel’s last pupil, Julius Schaxel, an increasingly left-wing social democrat who was determined to carve out a niche for progressive scientists in the cultural activities of the labour movement. He was joined by other left scientists such as biologist Paul Kammerer, Haeckel’s biographer Heinrich Schmidt and statistician Emil Julius Gumbel; freethinkers like Max Hermann Baege and Theodor Hartwig; progressive physicians, especially sex reformer Max Hodann; teachers and educationalists, particularly the leading pedagogue of the SPD-left and outspoken freethinker, Anna Siemsen; science writers including Hermann Drechsler; and a host of luminaries from the educational and cultural organizations of German and Austrian social democracy (the likes of Georg Engelbert Graf, Helmut Wagner and Karl August Wittfogel).

The authors aimed to reach those organized workers and educators who cultivated scientific knowledge in their leisure hours, targeting two organizations in particular: the socialist ramblers and the ‘proletarian’ freethinkers. The Tourist Club ‘_Die Naturfreunde_’ (‘The Friends of Nature’) was the socialist hiking organization, founded in Vienna in 1895 to make it possible for industrial workers to take part in the outdoor sport from which the bourgeois alpine clubs excluded them. By the time Urania appeared, the Naturfreunde had about 84 000 members in Germany. Most were workers of higher status, metalworkers or printworkers, or in white-collar jobs. These
 labour aristocrats often understood themselves as an intellectual elite and were probably the major working-class consumers of natural science in the form of lectures, magazines and books. They had, by the low standards of the labour movement, a high level of women's participation, but this was a 'family leisure organization' in which patriarchal practices persisted. Like the Socialist Workers' Youth (Sozialistische Arbeiterjugend, SAJ; the youth wing of the SPD), another important audience for Urania, the Naturfreunde effectively mediated between bourgeois lifestyle reform and the labour movement. As Jochen Zimmer has put it, the hikers certainly weren't all mountaineering, teetotal, vegetarian, freethinking, esperanto-speaking naturists, but neither were such figures exceptional caricatures. Because of this, many of their erstwhile comrades in the unions and the parties of the left considered them cranks. 23

The proletarian freethinkers also counted themselves a cultural and intellectual vanguard. Organized free thought had begun in the late nineteenth century among intellectual reformers who deployed science against especially the Catholic Church. Proletarian organizations were founded in the early twentieth century, the most ideologically active one in Thuringia in 1908; the other main one began as a cremation insurance association in Berlin, but in the mid-1920s took on the propagation of atheism. Tiny before the First World War, in the Weimar Republic they rapidly became one of the largest ancillary organizations of the parties of the left. Most of the 600,000 members of the German Freethinkers' Association, which had formed from the merger of the two largest organizations, had probably joined primarily in order to take advantage of their cremation services. However, a thin but active layer of functionaries devoted themselves to the cultural struggle.

Against the bourgeois freethinkers they insisted that only socialism could overcome a religion that was thoroughly entangled with state churches and bourgeois rule. Some, though, worked together with, for example, the smaller Monist League, which though 'bourgeois' leant during the Weimar Republic to the left. Against the indifference or downright hostility of the SPD the proletarian freethinkers argued that Marxists must be atheists, and that anti-religious propaganda would lead workers to socialism. But the freethinkers, like the Naturfreunde, were often barely tolerated by the national leadership of the SPD, which judged their activities at best a distraction. (In the later years of the Republic, the KPD assigned the freethinkers an important role in the ideological struggle, but one that was strictly subordinate to the aims of the party, and mostly consisted in splitting the movement.) Religious socialism was a recent development in Germany, but in Prussia the SPD was in permanent coalition with the Catholic Centre Party and also feared the loss of Catholic votes in the Rhineland and the South. In the Saxon and Thuringian strongholds of the SPD-left, however, free thought was part and parcel of socialist politics. Catholicism was without influence here, the socialist milieu was strongly opposed to the
evangelical state churches, and secularization of education had been an important aim of the socialist regional governments of the early twenties. In Thuringia the proletarian freethinkers had in 1923 been granted the same status as the churches, and free thought continued to be taken for granted in socialist cultural politics in a way that would have been unthinkable in Prussia. It was certainly no coincidence that a magazine that pushed an atheist and scientific world-view as the central element of the new socialist culture should have been produced here.\textsuperscript{24}

The first issue of \textit{Urania} was produced by the Urania Press in October 1924 as a regular publication of the Urania Free Educational Institute: the magazine, press and institute made up the ‘Jena Urania’. Remarkably, \textit{Urania} achieved an international circulation of nearly 25 000 in its first quarter of publication, peaking at perhaps 28 000.\textsuperscript{25} This was possible only because the Urania Press was a daughter enterprise of the Thuringian Press and Printers (\textit{Thüringer Verlagsanstalt und Druckerei}, TVD), one of the largest and most modern party presses in the country, which employed more than 100 people and had a turnover in 1929 in excess of 600 000 marks. Founded in 1906, the backbone of its business was \textit{Das Volk} (‘The People’), the SPD daily for Jena and nearby Weimar, but it also produced books and did demanding contract work for other institutions such as the modernist architects of the Bauhaus.\textsuperscript{26}

From its inception, \textit{Urania} was as much an economic proposition as an ideological one. The then attorney of the press, Otto Gottschalg, recalled how the magazine was set up.

\begin{quote}
It must have been in the first half of the year 1924 when . . . a Comrade Ernst Mühlbach was led into my office. . . . Comrade Mühlbach presented his idea to me of founding a competitor magazine to \textit{Kosmos} . . . [which] had a large circulation, especially within the international \textit{Naturfreunde} movement. \textit{Kosmos}, though, treated a theme abstractly . . . Comrade Mühlbach’s idea was to bring the abstract natural-scientific theme into connection with human society. . . . I saw in his suggestion two things: 1. the satisfaction of a need that actually was present among intelligent workers, which also lay in the interest of the party, 2. a running nice printing contract for our party press. . . . So I presented Comrade Mühlbach’s idea to the manager Comrade Georg Pfeuffer. Comrade Pfeuffer saw above all the printing contract and agreed.\textsuperscript{27}
\end{quote}

In Gottschalg’s account, \textit{Urania} existed because the manager approved a scheme to keep his presses running. And his decision was shrewd, for if the TVD made \textit{Urania} possible, \textit{Urania} for its part helped fund the expansion of the company: in 1925 it could afford machines to do its own binding rather than having this done in Leipzig.\textsuperscript{28}
Fig. 2. ‘A souvenir of my 21st birthday, 1929’. Office staff of the Urania Press celebrating with Helene Müller, section manager of the magazine dispatch department (from left to right): Martha Strebing, Walter Remme, Helene Lange (Urania subscriptions), Else Stern, Aribert Haberlag (legally responsible for content and ads), Helene Müller (sitting), Hilde Schönduwe (Urania subscriptions), Walter Federbusch (manager), Vera Schneider (?), Walter Knüpfer (book dispatch), Lotte Garbe (shorthand typist). Significantly, women predominate in the less senior clerical positions, and no authors are present. Photo generously provided by Helene John (née Müller); identifications by Helene Lange and Gerda Groll.

The Urania Press took the distribution of its products extremely seriously, because it was selling magazines that filled the party coffers and spread the word. Historians can learn a good deal by paying distribution as much attention, for this was a crucial and distinctive part of Urania’s path from author to reader. Only by following the magazine as it was transported out of the press to the places where its meanings were made in the uses to which it was put can we appreciate how it became part of the currency of cultural exchange.

The TVD set up a special section to handle subscriptions, advertisements and mailing,59 some of the office staff are shown in Fig. 2. The company used its contacts in the Naturfreunde and other organizations to create a market for the first issue by recruiting the people who would carry the local publicity and distribution. For unlike some magazines, Urania did not live primarily from block organizational subscriptions, though it was eventually distributed in part through the publishing companies of the Naturfreunde, freethinkers and SAJ. Some people subscribed individually, but the key to
the magazine’s success was the network of agents (Vertrauensleute) it persuaded to advertise Urania at work, among their friends, and in the meetings of left groups.30

One such person was Max Kessler, who in mid-1924 was a trainee clerk in the town hall in Kahla near Jena. He was excited by the new venture, by its ‘fresh tone’ and because it ‘tackled topics that weren’t dealt with anywhere else’, and signed up workers at the local porcelain factory. (He soon moved to Jena, where he was active in the SAJ, to take a book-keeper’s job in the TVD.)31 Urania grew so fast, and kept going through the economic crisis, because it could rely on this network of committed local advertisers, whose work it encouraged in every possible way; it even lent out a set of a dozen promotional slides, with instructions to introduce them into slide evenings and hand out order forms while they were showing.32

Successful marketing and distribution made Urania integral to the education of Naturfreunde, freethinkers and social-democratic youth; Urania publications feature in reminiscences as a regular stimulus to communication. For example, Kurt Meister remembered, as a freethinker and chairman of the local branch of the SAJ in his Thuringian village, getting Urania from a little bookshop in nearby Rositz, through which he had previously taken Kosmos. In the village lived an old teacher, who would borrow Urania books or the magazine from Meister, and then give lectures based on what he had read. Fritz Barth, who came to Jena as cultural secretary of the district German Freethinkers’ Association, recalled the collective reception of Urania publications:

> When we were on hikes or travelled to youth meetings we generally had the Urania and other new books in our rucksacks. And in the youth hostel songs were sung, but there was also discussion of books and new magazine articles. They were mostly written in such a way that we could read them, but also that there was discussion and some things became much more understandable. And the discussions were also the precon-dition that we could use this new knowledge in discussions after lectures.

Barth and his comrades took what Urania offered them and worked it into a form that they could use for themselves.33

Urania publications surely mattered most in these rather informal settings in which they were part of the everyday cultivation of knowledge, but they also featured prominently on special occasions. Books generally circulated in the labour movement as appropriate and inexpensive gifts; the Urania and other publishers always had special sales drives at Christmas. But some gifts were more important even than Christmas presents. The freethinkers promoted a secular confirmation, the Jugendweihe, in which rather than being admitted to the community of Christ, they welcomed the young adult in a mass school-leaving ceremony into the serried ranks of the organized working class. The high point of the proceedings was a speech,
which ended with the gift to each child of a small but improving book. Several Urania books were given in this way; Schaxel wrote one called 'People of the Future' specially for the Jugendweihe, and Urania published it outside their regular schedule to appear in early 1929, just in time for that year's round.34

The Jugendweihe is a graphic example of the labour lavished on the distribution of Urania publications; the actions in the first few months of 1933 of those who had become the company's main opponents bear grim witness to the importance to taking books as physical objects seriously. In that year the Urania lost its cultural struggle, and as the Nazis crushed the labour movement, they forcibly prevented the company from producing and distributing magazines and books. On 21 April 1933 the Jena police confiscated from the TVD 500 copies of Schaxel's book, which they destroyed for 'bringing religion and the institutions of the church into contempt'. The company was dissolved soon after.35

ORGANIZED WORKERS, SOCIALIST EDUCATORS AND 'BOURGEOIS SCIENCE'

What does the Urania want? To communicate knowledge of nature and society. But science too is determined by class! Only the Marxist can discover the economic and social driving forces behind the theories and ideologies of each epoch.36

Urania was a forum in which leading functionaries debated the activities and problems of the socialist cultural organizations, and socialist professionals discussed how readers should respond to what was happening in the universities, in medicine, in industry, and in the world at large. This wide range of topics was organized around a broad view of science, and the magazine's stance on science was defined principally by Julius Schaxel, who as chairman of the Free Educational Institute for the duration of its existence and from November 1927 scientific director of the magazine, gave Urania its profile. Though a highly unrepresentative figure—he had both the highest academic status and was among the most left-wing authors—for many he set the tone and agenda, and the way he placed himself was also the way he positioned Urania.

We cannot appreciate the task that faced Schaxel in writing programmatic statements for the magazine unless we abandon any idea that members of the labour movement were of one, positive mind about science and scientists. The following exchange in the journal of the Naturfreunde in Berlin-Brandenburg shows that members articulately and passionately contested not just the validity and usefulness of scientific knowledge, but also the trustworthiness of its producers. Curt Kröber called for more Naturfreunde to cultivate natural science, because 'Our whole life is based on applied science.'
Since, however, the time for only too many applications has not yet come [nicht kulturreif sind] and we want to and must change things, it is also our duty to know all the fundamental principles of life. What I do not know, I cannot change. It is not necessary to invent everything again; this would not help us either. We also do not need to work with the dissecting knife, or draft drawings of bridge buildings. . . . We must, however, allow ourselves to achieve command of everything in consciousness [bewußteinsmächtig werden], in order to be able to think on a larger scale, more universally. – Now . . . I would just like to give a small tip: get yourself a dictionary of foreign words and guard against the insidious poison of denial; for only strong affirmation of cultural activities will lead us to prosperity for all.

When he read this, Georg Brunner was incandescent:

Science! A high and sublime word for so many, but hardly anyone knows what he should understand by it. And so you leave it to others to claim ‘science’ for themselves. Generally the worker takes a passive or distrustful attitude to doctors [Doktoren] and professors, colleges and universities. He does not believe in ‘cultivation’ [Bildung] or in ‘science’, he knows from his own life and from his work that real knowledge is cultivated in other places than these institutions. And he is right! Because this science is not noble, . . . it is dry pseudo-knowledge, book-learning and, not least – it can be bought for money, like a prostitute. That is why not just individuals, but great, thinking strata have an attitude of rejection towards the representatives of such ‘science’. But too little, much too little do we rouse ourselves to struggle against traditions that today have no point any more. Example: General Ludendorff – honorary doctor! Scientifically based reports prove convincingly that – etc. etc.

Where was the shrill laughter of the people at this mockery? Nothing. Only science still glows with the splendour of celestial wisdom.

‘This science’, wrote Brunner, ‘let us not hesitate to deny.’

This is an unusual exchange from the turbulent period of possibility that followed Germany’s defeat. The situation had stabilized by the time Urania appeared, but readers will not have entirely forgotten the heady debates of just two years before. Brunner felt himself beleaguered, but his position was clear: he did not trust academic peddlers of science, and refused their meretricious wares. Erich von Ludendorff, the arch-reactionary former head of Supreme Army Command, might have been an easy target; attacking scientific reports went rather closer to the bone. But in some respects Kröber’s contribution is the more remarkable. He doubted that it was necessary for socialists to carry out their own dissections, but he actually considered the extraordinary option of establishing a corps of worker-
anatomists. It is important to read Schaxel’s position pieces against these, because when he proclaimed that ‘science too is determined by class’, it was in such debates that he was effectively intervening.38

Schaxel explained that the bourgeoisie, which developed science as a weapon in its struggle against feudalism, had taken fright at the threat from the organized working class. ‘Bourgeois science’ was now a chaotic mess, its practitioners prey to all kinds of mysticism and irrationalism. They no longer dared to look the truth in the face, but had to hide it from themselves and from the workers. Whilst the rising bourgeoisie had rejected religion and waved high the banner of free thought, that, as Engels had put it, had been quietly dropped, just as the cheeky boy who got more and more seasick had had to give up the cigar with which he had proudly swaggered on board ship.39 The science of the bourgeoisie had come up against the social limits of knowledge: its social position no longer allowed it to recognize the reality of either society or nature. Scientists as the functionaries of the bourgeois class could not afford to draw conclusions from the huge pile of facts they had amassed, but took refuge in a spirit-world.

By contrast, in the socialist society of the future there would be a ‘socialist science’, finally freed from the bonds of class. Only the proletariat could fight and win the battle for socialism, but first proletarians must learn from science to recognize their own position in nature and society and take the appropriate action. So far only a minority had done this, because the dying bourgeoisie was not just itself unable to face reality, but invested a good deal of effort in preventing the members of the proletariat—the only class capable of development—from carrying out their historic mission.

Schaxel defined ‘socialist’, or occasionally ‘proletarian’, science negatively against the ‘capitalist’ or ‘bourgeois’ science that he knew in Germany, and positively on the model of the Soviet Union.40 But though he insisted on the language of class, when describing ‘bourgeois science’ Schaxel generally spoke of ‘limits’, ‘barriers’ and ‘chains’, and referred to socialist science as ‘free’ to ‘unfold’. The rhetoric of class determination sits uneasily with these images of science developing autonomously with various degrees of freedom. Professor Schaxel’s talk of class needs interrogation, for he certainly did not mean that the bourgeois produced bourgeois science, and the proletarian, proletarian science. In fact, continual rhetorical slippage between science determined by class and science merely braked by reaction served to negotiate the paradox that in Urania bourgeois socialists claimed the lead in producing a ‘proletarian’ science.41

Schaxel concentrated on convincing his audience that science in the German universities was indeed bourgeois, but combined this with the crucial legitimatory argument, that the science of the bourgeoisie, though in a parlous state, was on no account to be rejected wholesale. To consign bourgeois culture to the flames would be short-sighted and soon untenable, ‘for the culture of the class that leaves the battlefield beaten must... be taken over as our historical heritage and developed further.’ Schaxel had
reason to worry, because some organized workers did reject ‘bourgeois science’ lock, stock and barrel. So he rehearsed the arguments that Lenin and Trotsky had developed against the Soviet ‘Proletkult’ movement, invoking the authority of ‘no other practitioner than Lenin’ discussing ‘none other than the theoretician Marx’. Lenin had shown that it was Marx’s thorough study of the knowledge achieved under capitalism that had enabled him to derive ‘the laws of development of human society’ and ‘to grasp the inevitability of the development of capitalism into communism’. And most importantly, ‘he proved this only . . . with the help of the most complete appropriation of everything that earlier science produced!’

In the same way, Schaxel argued, only that minority of scientists and educators who had made common cause with the class-conscious proletariat could render serviceable the natural science of the bourgeoisie. Urania presented the universities as the field of a manichaean struggle between an army of reactionary professors and a few lone socialist snipers. It vilified racist, monarchist professors like Haeckel’s successor in Jena, the appalling Ludwig Plate, but made socialist scientists into heroes. These honorary proletarians were to link the old order and the new, taking on their own class at its own game, and showing their adopted class the rules of the new one. (There are heavy overtones of masculine sexual bravado here: if the bourgeoisie’s lost cigar symbolized its epistemological impotence, these sex therapists of knowledge reckoned they could show the proletariat how to penetrate reality.) These ‘red professors’ were the ‘more experienced personnel’, charged with ‘sifting and filtering’ the cultural heritage for the ‘fighting knowledge’ (Kampfeswissen) that the proletariat could use in its struggle. And this was the basis of Urania’s hoped-for alliance between its working-class readers and the dissident members of the bureaucratic and technical intelligentsia who wrote for the magazine. If successful, their critical appropriation of ‘bourgeois science’ would drive out other stances towards official learning: reverence and indifference, but also Brunner’s unconditional rejection in favour of other ways of knowing.

‘SOCIALIST SCIENCE’

Schaxel’s rhetorical appeals were important, but how did Urania’s project play out in articles on specific topics? A few scientific controversies were crude political litmus tests, and many articles accordingly pushed materialism, insisted that scientific explanations were possible, or took on right-wing theories of race. But the value of simply lining up the positions of socialists and their opponents on particular issues is limited. Even outside the academy scientific and political fronts often did not coincide, and many scientific theories were not in fact clearly politically coded. But in spite of this, there were important, if limited, differences between the ways in which the politically adjacent Urania and Kosmos produced natural science for their audiences. I have selected a pair of articles on the same topic from the
two magazines. They are not ‘representative’. I have chosen from Urania an article that, though not on a particularly sensitive topic, is obviously politicized, because it allows me to point out most clearly not just the distinctiveness, but also the limits of ‘socialist science’.

Schaxel reckoned workers’ recognition of reality was being hampered by the mystifying spiritual, religious, or idealist theories peddled by those obvious agents of stupefaction, the schools and the churches. But his critique was more far-reaching, and explained why even apparently well-meaning bourgeois enterprises such as Kosmos had a disastrous effect on the worker’s striving for a clear picture of the world:

The rich store of the details of accumulated knowledge is of no use to the proletarian in carrying out his social task, even if he is given it as a present. On the contrary, the consolation of religions, philosophies and Weltanschauungen just clouds his view of the real goal. Technology enslaves the worker, philosophy puts him to sleep, the diversity of the sciences dazes him or at least distracts him from gaining his own position.44

The problem with ‘bourgeois science’ was not just particular, objectionable theories, but that its contradictory jumble of concepts was popularized at random. And sure enough, the article I shall discuss, Dr Hans Braun on ‘Serodiagnosis of Plants’,45 was followed by a medley of pieces on the baobab tree, giraffe evolution, the structure of stars, and Spanish deserts. This was what Urania lampooned as ‘diversionary science’ (Ablenkungswissenschaft).

Urania sought to distinguish itself from Kosmos by its clear programme, which it defined by setting a frame. Dr Hugo Iltis’ article on ‘Blood Relationship in the Plant Kingdom’, with which I shall compare Braun’s piece, appeared in the October 1925 issue of Urania.46 In the same number were Schaxel’s ‘What Does the Urania Want?’, which laid out the programme I analysed in the previous section, and articles on ‘Physical Training and Class Struggle’, ‘The Mechanics of Thinking’ and ‘What Everyone Should Know about the Theory of Evolution’. These were all focused and mutually reinforcing pieces.

There was, however, much more to Urania’s framing than this. The whole magazine announced its commitment, the main text finishing with the Danish socialist march, ‘We Are Bound by Love, We Are Bound by Need’, and its ads mostly puffing socialist publications and clubs. More subtly, whilst Kosmos still used Gothic print, Urania had just introduced roman type. Embracing the new functionalism would soon allow it a greater variety of fonts and styles, and gave the magazine a more open and modern look: even in its typeface Urania was more unequivocally for progress, modernity and internationalism than its traditional competitor (Fig. 3). It was not about slipping a bit of socialism into a comfortable bourgeois format, but
used an uncompromising design to define its science as socialist. *Urania* increasingly deployed large and striking photographs or clear and expressive drawings. *Kosmos*, by contrast, appeared even in its visual style to shy away from reality: it carried fewer photos, making heavy use of rather whimsical paintings, which reached their apotheosis in the lurid colour reproductions it introduced in 1928.

In the first sentence of his *Urania* article Hugo Ilitis recalled that the success of Darwin’s theory of evolution was due ‘in no small part’ to the then revolutionary spirit of the bourgeoisie. But ‘since that time’, he argued, ‘much has changed. The bourgeoisie, the rebel of the nineteenth, has become the tyrant of the twentieth century. We should not be surprised if it changes its ideologies.’ This explained how Darwinism could have entered a so-called ‘crisis’, despite the fact that few theories were sustained by so much evidence. Ilitis’ article reported new experimental support. At the last meeting of the German Society of Naturalists and Physicians in Innsbruck there had been

*a great sensation*, of course, one hardly noticed by the masses of participants. In the botanical section the Königsberg professor Carl Mez lectured on his serodiagnostic investigations. – For a socialist it is a strange milieu. In the lecture hall hangs – in the Austrian Republic – the picture of
the last Habsburg but one. Outside in the street formations of the Stahlhelm [nationalist paramilitaries] march with fife and drum. And on the podium stands the speaker, probably like most of the listeners a conservative, and reports the splendid new proofs that in more than ten years’ work with his students he has made of the revolutionary theory of natural development.

Reactionary scientists were not to be trusted, but, in a favourite trope, they were often forced to speak the truth ‘by the weight of the facts’.

Iltis briefly introduced the principle and some applications of ‘serodiagnosis’. He explained that the blood serum of an experimental animal reacted to the blood, or just the protein, of another species by forming chemical bodies that caused precipitations. These reactions were species-specific, and this was the basis of the most famous application of the technique: in forensic medicine, serum against human blood distinguished it from animal blood. Even better, the blood of anthropoid apes had produced quite a strong precipitation, ‘not only incontrovertible proof of the blood relationship – in the truest sense – between apes and humans, but also a splendid method for determining family relationships between different living beings.’

Sera could also be made against plant proteins, and these Mez had used to determine evolutionary relationships among plants. Iltis discussed the results in some detail, but put the take-home message there for all to see in a full-page ‘hypothetical evolutionary tree of the plant kingdom’ (Fig. 4). His illustration reinforced what was also his parting shot:

The theory of natural development . . . receives with the work of the Königsberger a new support and further extension. The main argument of the conservatives: ‘It has always been this way and it will remain so’ – loses any validity in the face of the conclusive victory of the concept of development. ‘The world was different and it will become different.’

Dr Braun started his Kosmos article by explaining, without further ado, the principles of serodiagnosis. He mentioned the forensic application and the demonstration ‘of great importance for the theory of evolution’ of the relationship between the blood of humans and apes. ‘On the other hand’, he added, it had recently proved possible ‘to distinguish the white race from the black’. He protested that he would explain the technique briefly, but still detailed the preparation of the various reagents, and chose as his only illustration, not a great evolutionary tree, but a small photo of test tubes containing the products of different kinds of reaction (Fig. 5). Though conceding ‘the importance of the Königsberg research’, Braun was cautious about Mez’ work, claiming that, ‘it has, of course, not yet met general acceptance; supporters and opponents face each other in a heated struggle’. Braun’s applications of serodiagnosis were confined to systematic botany and agriculture. He described in some detail how the technique could be
Fig. 4. ‘Hypothetical Evolutionary Tree of the Plant Kingdom on the Basis of the Serodiagnostic Method’, ‘simplified by Hugo Iltis after Carl Mez’ (†, extinct; ?, hypothetical). From Iltis, ‘Blutsverwandtschaft’, p. 9.
used to distinguish varieties and calculate the proportion of impurities in wheat flour, drawing his readers into the nitty-gritty of these determinations with two tables of numbers showing calibration and use of a serum. He concluded. 'Much has been achieved, but what has been achieved obliges us not to be content with it, but continually to make our way forward, to develop it and to find new goals.'

![Precipitation Experiment](image)

Fig. 5. ‘Precipitation Experiment. a, no precipitation: anti-substances and antigens of different species; b and c, precipitation: anti-substances and antigens of the same species.’ From Braun, ‘Serodiagnostik’, p. 291.

Whereas Iltis enlisted the latest research to support further a big, embattled and ideologically central truth, for Braun the theory of evolution, true but old hat, was just one element in the background knowledge he assumed. Iltis’ article is tightly focused, framed and punctuated by statements of political intent; he introduced the detailed presentation with a dramatic anecdote, placing himself as a socialist agent going into the enemy camp to bring back the ideological dynamite his opponents did not even realize they had made. Braun’s drier piece is organized around the technique, it lacks overt political declarations and he himself does not appear. But his tacit denial of politics was in fact his greatest political weapon, for it made serodiagnosis and its uses into things his readers could just keep on taking an interest in from time to time. Iltis put politics up-front, and science underwrote his plans to change the world.

It is important to remember that elsewhere Iltis did make specific claims in genetics and racial science that directly challenged work associated with the völkisch (nationalist and racist) right. He sought an humane science of race, and would later insist in his Urania book on ‘Popular Racial Science’ that ‘[b]lood unites – blood does not separate the races’. He discovered ‘the
tendency within German science', present also in Braun's article, 'uncritically and enthusiastically to accept any hypothesis that seems suited to accentuate the differences between the races and to deepen it into a matter of blood'. But there were relatively few issues on which the battle lines were so clearly drawn. More typically, Iltis and Braun agreed that Carl Mez had done an impressive and largely valid piece of work; both presented criticism of some details as appropriate. This chunk of 'bourgeois science' had passed through the socialist sieve. Indeed, many of Urania's articles on natural science were much less overtly political than Iltis' - a few authors even wrote for both magazines. In these cases Urania relied more heavily on the frame to distinguish itself from Kosmos, using a carefully placed Engels quote here, or a telling juxtaposition there. The difference was in the deployment, in the context of a whole issue and within individual articles. And this, as we shall see more explicitly in the next section, could add up to very different messages, to asking readers to take very different action. That, as much as specific positions on controversial topics, was the nature of what, in an appropriate metaphor, a reviewer of Iltis' book welcomed as a "cross" between science and socialism', a product of the 'intensive breeding of the human intellect'.

**SCIENCE, CLASS STRUGGLE AND LIFESTYLE REFORM**

Urania's redefinition of the popular-science magazine did not end here. It also introduced social science and a regular supplement, Social Hiking, in which readers were shown how to do Marxist sociology. But there was still more. For when Urania authors wrote of having the courage to draw conclusions from science, they meant to change their readers' most intimate lives. As Otto Jenssen, a lecturer at Tinz socialist college, wrote under the heading 'Lifestyle Reform and Class Struggle':

> We know today through natural science, especially through biology and medicine, an endless amount about processes in the human body and their meaning for the mental health of the person. The difficult task of lifestyle reform is, however, to apply this knowledge in the practical life of the individual, to proceed from science to technology.

The various initiatives for vegetarianism, 'natural healing', naturism and the like that came to prominence around the turn of the century were associated with a variety of often individualist politics or even the völkisch right. They also tended to have difficult relations with official science and medicine. Urania, by contrast, sought to promote rigorously scientific and specifically socialist forms of these activities.

The magazine's second supplement, The Body, dealt with healthy living and physical training, welding various countercultural practices popular
among the Naturfreunde and in the more narrowly focused socialist cultural organizations into a scientifically grounded lifestyle suitable for forming 'free people'. Readers were not just to be freed from superstition: class-conscious proletarians were also to be sexually liberated and control their reproduction; to reject alcohol, dress in reform clothes and live in rooms uncluttered by kitsch; and to have the tanned, healthy bodies of the nudist gymnast. True socialists could not continue to behave like petit-bourgeois individualists, they had to become disciplined and responsible fighters, living healthy lives in solidarity with their fellow proletarians. But it would be one-sided to interpret Urania simply as a forum in which social reformers and dissident physicians inculcated workers with notions of socialist 'duty'. The Body was about building the public 'body culture' of the future, in which socialist professionals joined with those they considered, and who considered themselves, the most advanced fraction of the proletariat in rejecting not just the degenerate bourgeoisie, but also those fellow workers reckoned to be shiftless or hide-bound. This elitist vanguardism, and even going hiking, could be rewarded with ridicule from the large majority of less ‘enlightened’ comrades. A Naturfreund reported that when he first ‘came to work in shorts and heavy hobnailed boots’, he had been ‘teased and tormented . . . with personal remarks filled with crude, biting mockery’. 49

The activity in Urania’s programme that was most derided by non-participants in the party and the unions was naturism. Theodor Hartwig, a grammar-school teacher and chairman of the Proletarian Freethinkers’ International, explained why Freikörperkultur, literally ‘free body culture’ and including physical exercise, was part and parcel of the magazine’s scientific Weltanschauung:

The upright body is the vessel of an upright mind, taut muscles the symbol of unshakeable conviction. If the workers’ sport associations have prepared the way, the proletarian freethinkers have an easy task, directing the will to repression into healthy paths, clearing out unhealthy habits and sweeping the debris of past centuries from the worker’s mind. 50

But why did the sport have to train naked bodies? Nudity was not, after all, a monopoly of groups on the left. Though it was difficult to reconcile naked bodies with the respectability the fascists sought to preserve, and the right persecuted the supposedly immoral naturists in the last years of the Republic, once in power the Nazis celebrated naked Greek sculptures as the essence of Aryan beauty. Adolf Koch and Hermann Schmidt, the ideologists of socialist naturism – and most Weimar naturists were on the left – presented Urania’s readers with a different ideal. Whilst the bourgeois was well-fed, had plenty of light and air, and used sport for mere relaxation, your average proletarian was, they argued, a walking-wounded survivor of the
class war. Only *naked* physical training could compensate for the poverty and darkness of proletarian living conditions and the one-sided exertion of labour. In their legitimatory zeal, the socialist 'sun worshippers' not only appealed to health and self-confidence, but also insisted that only rigorous exposure to light and air could steel proletarian bodies for the struggle ahead.  

*Urania's Social Hiking* section was the major forum for those *Naturfreunde* who opposed right-wing promotion – including within their own organization – of hiking as romantically getting 'back to nature', and sought instead to unite their various activities around a new, partisan version of their basic practice. Readers were, quite traditionally, encouraged to go beyond admiring the beauty of nature to understanding it in scientific terms. But so that hiking, rather than distracting from the class struggle, would allow *Naturfreunde* to fight it with 'new physical powers and sharpened mental weapons', 'social ramblers' were also taught to view the world they encountered with 'sociologically trained eyes'.

How was this sensibility to be cultivated? As usual, different *Urania* authors tackled the problem in different ways. Werner Inter reckoned it was simply a matter of 'letting what is seen pass through the filter of one's *Weltanschauung*', so: 'eyes open, mind in motion, and polish up [*klärren*] your Marxist filter'. This would lead to a strengthening of class consciousness. Anna Siemsen, on the other hand, used gentle sarcasm to encourage a new kind of proletarian travel writing. She accurately predicted that bourgeois travel guides would become important documents for future historians.

When e.g. Baedeker advises as little luggage as possible for journeys on foot and adds: 'When staying in larger inns formal dress is indispensable', this one sentence shows the world for which he is writing more completely than the longest philosophical reflection. Back to nature, hiking and living out of a rucksack, simplicity and sport, but please, always with formal dress, correctness and luxury in reserve. You're allowed to appear simple, primitive, even rough, but we have to know that you're only doing it as a game, on a whim, but not because you have no money.

Baedeker contained everything that was of interest to the bourgeois world once it had put its business aside, but nothing about the working class, the labour movement or the economies of the different places. Her readers should leave Baedeker to the bourgeois, but could they not make their own guide books,

which contain what interests us, which give the travelling proletarian his trade union houses and hostels, . . . which tell him of the development of a landscape and of a town, of its work in society and its struggles, of its culture and history, as we see them, and as they matter to us?
These might become ‘just as perfect a document of the developing culture of the working class as Baedeker has become for the bourgeoisie’.\textsuperscript{54}

One such document is Siegfried Ziegler’s article on ‘The Double Face of the Thuringian Forest’, which aimed ‘to win the “green heart of Germany” for the proletariat’. One face gazed with dreamy eyes from beautiful hills, taking deep breaths of the pine air and offering sport of all kinds, society and company of every degree. The other looked from low hovels with pale, hollow cheeks and stared from ragged children’s clothes at 100 horsepower cars throwing up the dust. Now, these were less two faces than two ways of seeing, for the Forest was the same whether visited by a proletarian looking for work or a ‘well situated’ visitor there for a Kur (health cure). Ziegler used photographs to show his readers how to draw these contrasts, how, that is, to campaign for the labour movement in a region that was a frequent goal for Naturfreunde, but notorious for its poverty and the difficulty of organizing its desperately exploited homeworkers (Fig. 6). He also practised what he preached. When he took a group of twelve-year-old boys to camp on the coast, they got to feel the ‘vulgar arrogance’ of the Kur visitors and their affected children, who called them ‘gypsies’, but made friends with their class comrades, the local fishermen who took them sailing.\textsuperscript{55}

‘Social ramblers’ often visited other workers at work; this, Urania argued, would broaden their horizons of solidarity. The magazine organized the world of work in an evolutionary relation to the modern, rationalized factories in which laboured its ideal readers. Most of the articles described those at the margins of industrial society, especially the homeworkers of the Thuringian Forest (access was easy and they lived in great walking country). Urania featured charcoal burning, pen-knife manufacture, lace making and drawing the scales of thermometers. Alfred Forbrig, a functionary in the Jena-based Thuringian Naturfreunde, illustrated his article on the glass industry in the villages of the Thuringian Forest with his own photos. Often organized on a family basis and paid on a piece-rate, these workers were presented as the last representatives of an earlier stage of industrial evolution. But Forbrig had a more personal relationship to homework than he cared to express in a ‘scientific’ magazine: he was writing not just about what was soon to be the evolutionary past of humanity, but of an earlier stage in his own life that he was glad to have left behind. He had himself begun sewing collars at the age of six, so he was speaking from experience when he urged the homeworkers to recognize that they could make a future for themselves only by joining the labour movement (Fig. 7).\textsuperscript{56}

What, then, of the modern factory, which represented the present pinnacle of progress? Just as the science that could not flourish in bourgeois society should not be rejected wholesale, so capitalist machinery must not be destroyed, but the economic limits to progress overcome. In a scary metaphor Urania decried ‘technology with a capitalist muzzle’.\textsuperscript{57}
Though some authors were sensitive to the alienation of work in Taylorized factories, Urania’s evolutionary framework naturalized capitalist rationalization as a necessary precondition for takeover by socialist planners. Perhaps more importantly, Urania actually had relatively little to say about its readers’ working lives, concentrating instead on how to use their newly-won leisure. These, at least, were aspects of the magazine’s programme with which the scientific managers at firms like Zeiss could hardly disagree.

**URANIA, KOSMOS AND THE NATURFREUNDE**

Urania was part of what the political right and the churches sloganized in the final years of the Republic as ‘cultural Bolshevism’. The evangelical church in Thuringia certainly kept an eye on the magazine, but its mode of distribution makes it unlikely that it circulated much outside the socialist and anti-clerical milieux.58 Urania took out advertisements in the magazines of the labour and freethinking movements. It was ‘the daily mental bread’, ‘the organ from our own camp that communicates [knowledge of nature and society] in easily understandable form’.59 But it was in the reviews these magazines carried that Urania publications were most consistently presented to readers—and that the company’s fight to take sides on science was most publicly assessed. I want now to explore the final stage in the production of Urania and Kosmos, by focusing on the Naturfreunde, their core joint constituency, and asking what they made of the two magazines.
Fig. 7. Top. 'In areas that are industrially still little developed, child and youth homeworkers must manufacture toys, instead of playing themselves.' Bottom. 'Meanwhile the proletarian youth organizations as part of the organized masses have paved the way to the future through the free youth to liberation itself.' From Urania 6:1, 1929, p. 23, by permission of Ullrich Keller.
Urania’s partisanship drew a veiled response from Kosmos. The older magazine continued to have a total circulation over 100,000 between 1922 and 1933,60 but it felt threatened enough to emphasize in its first two editorials after the founding of its socialist competitor – as it had not in those just before – that it had always rejected the mixing of science with religion or politics, that it did not want ‘to preempt the truly free person, but provide him with various and reliable documents from all areas of knowledge, from which each could form his own judgement’.61 For Kosmos, science was a realm apart from politics, so its articles could be used by people of different persuasions in forming their judgements and arriving at a world view.

Before Urania appeared on the scene, there was widespread satisfaction with Kosmos. Der Naturfreund, the international journal of the organization, gushed when Kosmos was twenty, ‘We cannot help but be overcome with joy when thinking over in the mind the enormous work of enlightenment that this magazine has accomplished.’62 Schaxel was up against this when he thundered that it was ‘the task, indeed the absolute duty of every proletarian, everywhere in his ranks to replace the relevant bourgeois-capitalist literature with his Urania’63 And Urania did establish itself quickly, as Der Naturfreund conceded: ‘Even the envious must admit that [Urania] has, in the face of various difficulties, achieved marvellous things.’ It was developing increasingly into ‘the natural gospel of working people’. Nevertheless, the politically middle-of-the-road Der Naturfreund still recommended Kosmos because, ‘You continually have to be amazed by this splendid magazine.’64 Some of the regional magazines of the Naturfreunde did advertise only Urania in their columns, but most had room for Kosmos too. Tellingly, the Jena-based Thuringian Naturfreunde, one of the most left-wing districts, promoted Kosmos along with Urania, albeit with less zeal; both magazines could eventually be ordered through the district.65 One of the reasons for Kosmos’ continued popularity among the Naturfreunde was probably simply that it contained a much higher proportion of articles on natural science – the main interest of this group of readers – than its competitor. To assess attitudes to the two magazines, however, we need to look more carefully at what readers could do with them.

Herbert Richter, who reviewed for Der Wanderer, the magazine of the Naturfreunde in Saxony, wrote an unusually informative set of commentaries. He cautiously and then enthusiastically sought to lead the Saxon hikers and climbers to the new magazine. Taking his cue from Max Hodann’s article in the previous month’s Urania, Richter slammed Kosmos in November 1926 for not concluding that the ill health described in its number on the Reich Health Week should be laid at the door of capitalism:

That is the disastrous thing about even the most well-meaning bourgeois enterprise, that even there, where they notice contradictions in our ‘culture’, they do not dare, cannot dare, to denounce them.
In December he repeated this sentence, and went on,

Then I was aiming at Kosmos. If I now introduce a discussion of Urania with this repetition, I may do this because Ernst Mühlbach in his Urania-book ‘Luck and Tragedy of Inheritance’ [Glück und Tragik der Vererbung] has again acquainted me with some cases of such half-measures of bourgeois scientists, and because – and this is the main thing – even in this book, which he calls an ABC of genetics, he does more than establishing and describing. Even his introduction . . . shows his sharp opposition to bourgeois learning.

When Kosmos celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary, Richter again invited readers of his column, ‘Books for Us’, to lament the shortcomings of the bourgeois publication:

What the reader will miss is treatment of contemporary history and sociology. Where in an article sociological trains of thought are present, readers from our circle are recommended a certain care. Or do you all agree with the following statements: ‘. . . and since the machine daily takes more of the burden of heavy work from our shoulders . . . human beings are more and more relieved of drudgery.’ ‘Holidays, once the privilege of rulers, became the right of all.’ ‘And today the machine-driver, Virginia in the corner of his mouth, oversees the movement of the pistons of the iron Cyclops that do his work.’ Comrades at the machine! I’d be immensely happy if it were already like that. I still hear, however, about the fight for holidays, but nothing about Virginia-smoking machine-drivers. – In spite of all that, I stand by what I said at the start: Kosmos is, precisely because it devotes itself mainly to the natural sciences, indispensable for the Naturfreund.

Richter praised Urania’s politics, approved of social hiking and naturism, and particularly commended the way that he reckoned Urania was following a plan. And yet, though he recognized the ‘bourgeois-capitalist’ bias in Kosmos, and appreciated Urania’s writing on natural science, this committed functionary continued to put Kosmos before his readers.

Was Richter telling them that they had to take sides on social questions, but not on nature, that he saw little difference between ‘bourgeois’ and ‘socialist’ as far as natural science was concerned? No. But whereas he treated ‘bourgeois’ social analysis as tainted at source, he showed his readers how they could make use of even Kosmos’ natural science. Take R. H. Francé’s Kosmos book-supplement ‘Harmony in Nature’, in which, from moonlit contemplation of the perfect proportions of the Sphinx, he
developed the insight that ‘the world is a system in balance’. When the book came out, the traditional Der Naturfreund recommended it, because,

He who respects the unalterable laws of life to which we are subjected, he will discover this harmony everywhere in life, he will come to terms with the fact that sorrow must exist, because it is the cause of happiness, he will be pleased that age-old truth can be proven with modern evidence.

Hardly likely to send its readers to the barricades. But those Naturfreunde in Saxony who read Richter’s review in their own magazine could take home precisely this message:

Translated into our view of the economy and the world it means that socialism is the necessary compensation for the destruction of the harmonious edifice of the body of humanity by capitalism, it means a natural scientific confirmation of the theses on the development of economic life set down in Marx’s Communist Manifesto.67

Needless to say, France had mentioned neither socialism nor Marx: subversive readings of ‘bourgeois science’ were not confined to the editorial councils of Urania. Kosmos’ mask of neutrality was readily seen through, but there was something in its claim that readers could use what it sold them for their own purposes. In spite of Schaxel’s insistence that ‘special functionaries’ were indispensable, those who got their views into print were generally confident that they could use science for their own purposes in spite of its ‘bourgeois’ origin. Readers were pleased to avail themselves of the help of ‘experienced personnel’, but were not dependent on them.

The issue between Kosmos and Urania was generally discussed in terms of Urania’s socialism or weaning workers off ‘bourgeois science’, but even for left-wing Naturfreunde what Urania shared with Kosmos may have mattered more than what divided them. It may be that Urania with its socialist gloss acted as a more effective medium for the transmission of science to committed socialists than the obviously bourgeois Kosmos. Both, though, were praised as accessible but high-quality publications; both were largely written by a different set of authors and in a quite different way from the numerous articles on science in the magazines of the Naturfreunde themselves; and both offered resources that could be used to prepare and discuss lectures, to put on exhibitions or when out walking.

We have seen in comparing Urania and Kosmos something of the strategies that presses and authors used to guide their readers to particular conclusions. But evidence such as the reviews of ‘Harmony in Nature’ might suggest that readers could make just what they wanted of Kosmos, and use the resources that Urania offered them as they liked. They could not. Recall Fritz Barth, whom we last met discussing Urania in the youth hostel so that
he could make contributions after lectures. He used and valued the magazine, but just how useful could Urania be to him? He recalled,

And so it . . . seemed to us that we could now join in ourselves in the realm of knowledge. Friends built up greater hopes, who now saw the way smoothed to science. Illusions like that were out of the question when we were invited to an evening discussion in the homes of the comrade scientists (Wissenschaftlern). The hosts seemed to me to attach more importance to what was going on in the heads of the workers' youth, what relations were like in the factories, . . . which they surely used for their work. At these meetings there was also something to eat or drink, but no alcohol. They were mostly teetotal. We were very proud that we had an invitation. Such as to Prof. Julius Schaxel, Prof. Anna Siemens. . . . Now to our illusions again. Because we were now starting to do politics scientifically too, we thought the way clear for us to become scientists, even professors. But that was too much, a big illusion. We had to grasp that in the previous decades science had opened up many new areas and that it was completely unthinkable that Urania would have been in a position to deal with the new and growing tasks of science. 68

Barth came to see that a magazine like Urania could not have provided what was needed to become a scientist; it never claimed it would. But more damningly, this leading functionary who could hold his own in discussions in the labour club found as he struggled with knife and fork during an interminable meal 69 that at the professor's dinner table he was not granted a say in the realm of knowledge. Instead, confounded by academic authority, he was mined for information on working-class life.

Further questions are now clear. What place did natural knowledge really occupy - and what knowledge occupied this place - in the lives of the Naturfreunde, their families and colleagues? To answer we shall need to reconstruct their lives, rather than just their place in Urania's short life, but two points can be made already. First, many of the resources available to Naturfreunde came via Kosmos and Urania, so the processes of communication that I have been analysing here helped to produce their knowledge of nature. This did not exist in some separate 'popular' realm, but was constituted in part through contacts with academic purveyors of popularized knowledge. Second, we should expect to find conflicting stances, especially between those Naturfreunde who distinguished themselves by hard-won knowledge of the natural world, and those outside - and even within - their ranks whose lack of interest in natural science they bemoaned. A world of distinction and disdain produced such laments as, "What good is your science to us!" How often have we had to hear this, how often have we been described as odd-balls, as useless fighters'. 70

A second major question concerns participation. We have seen that Naturfreunde interpreted what they read and used it for their own purposes.
But to what extent did they consider themselves to be participating, or aspire to take part, in science? Barth’s disappointment is an index of the barriers that Urania pointed out existed under capitalism to the dream of rising like Michael Faraday from humble origins to become a renowned scientist – barriers that Urania authors worked to remove. There may, though, very well have been laboratory technicians among Urania’s readers. But the publications of the Naturfreunde hint that some considered themselves to be participating in science in quite a different – and much more challenging – sense. What did they mean when they wrote of ‘our work for science’, or asked, ‘why do we pursue natural science?’

**EPILOGUE**

Urania’s political struggle over science came to an abrupt end with its March 1933 issue, which commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of Marx’s death. Though three more issues appeared before the company was liquidated, they were forced not to offend. Those who produced Urania now began to suffer and make for themselves various fates in the situation they had worked to prevent. Kurt Jahn, who had taken over from Pfeuffer as manager of the TVD, committed suicide; Julius Schaxel went via Switzerland to exile in the Soviet Union. He wrote from Geneva to Walter Federbusch, manager of the Urania Press and now of the TVD, about how the magazine might take leave of its readers in its last, June 1933 issue.

I have tried to write down a few words of farewell, but precisely because of my relatively detached position from the situation there can’t compose anything right. Just nothing sentimental or explanations that only hide the true reason! Perhaps the best thing would be quite short, like this:

With this issue Urania says farewell to the thousands of friends, who have remained faithful to the end. We will return!

And we will return whatever happens, of course differently from how the opportunists, laden with historic guilt, are still hoping today.

The ‘opportunists’ were those on the right of the SPD whom Schaxel, increasingly close to the communists, obviously blamed for diluting the socialist message. Federbusch was not, of course, able to print the defiant ‘We will return’, but only the more final, ‘Always remember our educational work’. Most of the staff were laid off, but until he was drafted Max Kessler continued to work for newspapers under the new regime; Hugo Iltis emigrated to America; Heinrich Schmidt launched Natur und Geist (‘Nature and Spirit’), a journal that served a rather different politics from Urania; and Federbusch spent three weeks in a concentration camp, but eventually got a job as a book-keeper until he too was called up.

Urania continued, however, to be read. According to historian of
b. biology Konrad Senglaub, unlike more ‘political’ literature of the left, volumes did not become so dangerous that they had to be thoroughly hidden during the Nazi period. Then a schoolboy (at an Oberrealschule), he read his father’s copies, which stood in the bookcase, ‘not in the front row, but still always available’. His father, who had been a bookseller, member of the Monist League, social democrat, and from 1931 a member of the KPD, did, however, lose the second volume when an official confiscated it during a house search and he chose not to take up the offer of appearing at police headquarters to reclaim it.74

As Schaxel had predicted, Urania did return, but not until 1947, four years after his death, and then perhaps in a form that fourteen years earlier would have surprised not only the ‘opportunists’. It became a mass-circulation popular-science magazine in the German Democratic Republic, and the Urania Press a major East German publisher.75 That Urania has now also ceased to appear, but it points to the place of the Weimar project in a longer history of ‘socialist’ or ‘proletarian’ science. The first Jena Urania sought to reinvigorate the natural science that informed the Marxism of the Second International in the very changed circumstances of the 1920s; by the time the second appeared Stalinist orthodoxy faced ‘bourgeois science’ across the Cold War divide.

Here, though, I have analysed Urania as a distinctive cultural product of the left of the Weimar SPD. Certainly, it failed to stem the rise of Nazism, and probably contributed to a dangerous increase in the power of scientific, technical and medical experts. The magazine is also no exception to Roger Cooter and Stephen Pumfrey’s recent reminder that, ‘though many people have been revolted by science’, there has ‘never been a successful scientific revolution’, in the sense of a fundamental transformation in the relations of scientific production.76 I have tried, though, to show that if we do not let these valid generalizations block further inquiry, we can begin to tell a history that comes closer to the lives and labour of the socialists who struggled over science in the Weimar Republic. Urania’s rich and sometimes exotic scientific culture was built in a milieu in which scientific authority could not be taken for granted, but had to be achieved and was challenged. If Urania’s readers had faith in science, and many did, this was no taken-for-granted assumption. It was the contested product of hard work in the heat of political struggle and in everyday life.
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